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Editorial

Statins, Breast Cancer, and an Invisible Switch?
Tim Byers
University of Colorado Denver, Aurora, Colorado

In this issue, Kumar et al. (1) report a provocative
finding—that, among a large group of women diagnosed
with breast cancer in the Northern California Kaiser
Permanente population, those who had been users of
lipophilic statin drugs (e.g., simvastatin, lovastatin, and
fluvastatin) before their diagnosis were more likely to
present cancers having a more favorable prognostic
profile. Specifically, statin users were less likely to have
breast cancers not expressing estrogen and progesterone
receptors (ER and PR negative; 11% of statin users had
cancers that were ER /PR versus 19% of nonusers,
P = 0.02). Statin users were also less likely to have breast
cancers that were of high histologic grade (27% versus
35%), and they were less likely to have regional stage
disease (21% versus 29%). A very recent report by
another research group that is following Northern
California and Utah Kaiser Permanente breast cancer
patients may also be relevant to these observations.
Kwan and colleagues have observed that breast cancer
patients who took statins after diagnosis were less likely
to have had recurrences than were patients who did not
take stains (4.7% versus 13.2%, P for linear trend with
duration of use = 0.02; ref. 2). Is it really possible that
statins might switch breast cancers to a more favorable
phenotype?
A full explanation of Kumar and colleagues’ observed
association between statin use and the breast cancer
phenotype is precluded by the fact that they studied only
women with breast cancer. In case-only studies of this
type, there are three possible explanations, apart from
chance, for any observed association: effects on numerators, effects on denominators, or effects on both. Here,
I will briefly comment on the strength of the evidence
for each of these three possible explanations for the
observation by Kumar: that statins might increase risk
of ER+ breast cancer, that statins might decrease risk
of ER breast cancer, or that statins might somehow
switch early breast cancers from an ER to an ER+
phenotype.
The possibility that statins might substantially increase
risk for ER+ cancers seems unlikely. Systematic reviews
and meta-analyses clearly show that there is no meaningful association between statin use and risk for allsites cancer (3-5) nor, specifically, for breast cancer
(6, 7). Among the three trials of lipophilic statins, the
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relative risk for breast cancer was marginally lower than
among the four trials using a nonlipophilic statin
(0.89 versus 1.15), but this was not a statistically significant difference (6). Three large case-control studies and
two examinations of large administrative databases
showed no association between breast cancer risk and
statin use, but none of those studies assessed risk separately by ER status (8-12). Despite this limitation, this
large body of evidence suggests that any effects of statins
on ER+ breast cancer would need to be quite small,
as more than 80% of all incident breast cancers in the
age group taking stains would have been ER+.
The possibility that statins might affect risk for ER
cancers is less certain. Three cohort studies have reported
findings stratified by ER status (13-15). In the Nurses’
Health Study, neither ER+ nor ER breast cancer risk
was associated with statin use (based on 21 exposed
ER /PR cases; ref. 13). In the Women’s Health
Initiative cohort, lipophilic statins were associated with
lower breast cancer risk than were other statins (relative
risk, 0.82; 95% confidence interval, 0.70-0.97 versus
relative risk, 1.14; 95% confidence interval, 0.92-1.42).
Although the Women’s Health Initiative report did not
present risks separately by ER status, overall statin users
(about 65% of whom used lipophilic statins) had a
somewhat lower proportion of cancers that were ER
than did nonusers (15.9% versus 17.5% based on 37
exposed ER cases, P > 0.05; ref. 14). In a study of a
cohort of women from the Group Health Cooperative in
the Seattle area, no evidence of reduced risk for either
ER+ or ER breast cancer was observed for statin users
(based on 20 ER /PR exposed cases; ref. 15). In total
then, including the case-only study by Kumar et al.
(based on 34 ER PR exposed cases), the observational
studies are inconclusive about whether lipophilic statins
might reduce risk for ER /PR breast cancer. There are,
however, biological mechanisms that might explain an
effect of statins specific to ER breast cancer. Lipophilic
statins have been shown, in preclinical model systems,
to be capable of affecting proliferation, apoptosis, and
cell cycle regulation pathways that are preferentially
used by ER /PR cancer cells (16, 17).
The possibility posed by Kumar and colleagues that
statins might be capable of throwing an invisible switch
to induce the expression of hormone receptors in breast
cancers before their clinical diagnosis is an especially
intriguing new idea: ‘‘One possible explanation of the
discrepant data is that statins may exert their effect
by altering the phenotype of emergent breast cancers,
reducing the proportion of ER /PR cancers rather
than reducing the total number of breast cancers that
develop(1).’’ The potential to switch-on ER is not only
imaginable, but it has been proven in the example of
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histone deacetylase inhibitors, which can induce ER
expression in ER cell lines (18). Recent tends in breast
cancer incidence are consistent with the hypothesis
that there may be factors at play in the population that
are switching the breast cancer phenotype. Glass et al.
(19) recently reported on trends in breast cancer over
time, showing a remarkable mirror image of decreasing
incidence of ER breast cancer coincident with increases
in incidence of ER+ breast cancer. If statin use is throwing this type of switch, then the apparently contradictory
observations of no overall effect of statins on breast
cancer risk but an effect of statins on the phenotype of
breast cancer at presentation could be explained.
Researchers now need to examine their data on the
specific effects of lipophilic statins on cancers defined
by both ER and PR status. In addition, effects on human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 expression and on
‘‘triple-negative’’ breast cancers should also be assessed.
More preclinical research is needed on the potential
phenomenon of switching of breast cancer phenotypes
by statins. Finally, a high priority needs to be placed on
assessing the effects of statins on recurrence and survival
after breast cancer.
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